
 

 

 

 

 

Success Story  

Itransact  

Salesforce bridges divide between sales and operations  

 

Itransact makes investing simple and easy by bringing together a comprehensive range 

of investment products on one convenient, low-cost investment product platform for 

investors, advisors, and employers. 

 

The Itransact investment platform was established in 2011 to address the high fees and 

costs of investing. Today, Itransact is South Africa’s leading independent low-cost 

investment platform. 

 

 

Company Facts Challenging business environment  

Overview 

X    Location: South Africa  

X    Industry: Financial Services (Investment   

Product Platform) 

   

Success Highlights 

 

Challenges 

X    Centralising all customer information  

X    Bridging the gap between sales and service 

X    Centralised measures and tracking 

  

Solution 

X   Salesforce – Sales Cloud 

X   Salesforce – Service Cloud 

 

 

 

Benefits 

X    Higher Customer Centricity 

X    Cloud-Based Centralised solution for all     

       divisions 

X    Solid platform for future growth and expansion    

       within the Itransact business. 

 

 

 

Itransact’s current technology landscape has systems in place for each department, but 

these systems do not seamlessly integrate to allow for a singular platform in which all 

users can see all information about a customer. 

 

Itransact needed a cloud-based solution that would provide all users with a central 

location to perform their specific duties, bringing all disparate information into a singular 

360-degree view of a customer, financial advisors, and products. This would ensure 

that the insights were more than just the sum of the parts that had been contributed. 

 

Making Decisions for Growth and Transformation 

Amongst other Customer Relationship Management (CRM) requirements – for 

example, tracking sales and service – COVID-19 was the core influencer for Itransact 

to move their CRM solution into the cloud. “We wanted to ensure that we future-proof 

our ability to continually engage with, and learn about, our customers,” states Lance 

Solms, Director at Itransact. 

 

Implementation and Solution 

“We were looking for a solution that would offer the correct sales and service 

functionality in a single system that would ensure we touch our customers along all the 

points in the sales and after-sales journey,” continues Solms. 

 

“Itransact has an exceptionally well-structured approach when it comes to the execution 

of sales and after-sales support to their client base. The processes are tried, tested and 

proven, so it was our job to ensure that Salesforce enhances and supports this,” notes 

Adeline Cruywagen, Operations Manager at New Era Solutions (NES). 

 



 

 

 

 

 
 

Through the implementation of Salesforce Sales and Service Cloud, Itransact is now able to: 

● Transform how their distribution channels are serviced. 

● Optimise their current information set for better planning and marketing. 

● View and track business performance in real-time. 

● Track activities, see what is due, and what is past due. 

● Easily spot burning issues that must be escalated, or that require in-depth assistance. 

 

Partnering for growth 
 
The digital transformation journey that Itransact undertook, with Salesforce, yielded the best result when both customers and partners worked 

together for growth. 

 
“New Era has been a vital resource in implementing Salesforce and we would highly recommend them,” states Solms. 

 
“Our team brought together years of experience in sales, service and digital transformation, applying best practice principles and configuration 

within Salesforce to ensure we met the requirements from Itransact,” concludes Cruywagen. 

 

What will the future hold? 
 

“We firmly believe that Salesforce will ensure enterprise-wide efficiency with respect to our customer relationship management,” concludes 

Solms. 

 

 

About New Era Solutions  
Founded in 1999, NES began with a core focus on ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) implementations in the Financial Services and 

Distribution sectors. Our customer base has broadened significantly and, today, most of our customers fall into the Distribution, 

Manufacturing, Retail and Service-Based sectors. 

 

At NES, our sole purpose is to improve the lives of our customers by transforming software into innovative solutions that provide total control 

and a firm foundation for growth. We believe in building long-term relationships with our customers, inspiring trust and open communication 

and assuring our customers that we will continue to add real, tangible value to their businesses. 

 

NES fully understands the needs of our customers and drives full-lifecycle implementations of complete business solutions for medium and 

large businesses in this space. We deal with a variety of customers across South Africa, the United Kingdom and North America. 

 

NES specialises in integrated and customisable IT solutions, partnering with global specialists in ERP, CRM, and Mobility. We offer a 

single-source solution in which a strong network of connections has already been established. 

 

 

  



 

 

 

 

 

About Salesforce  
Globally, Salesforce is the leading CRM platform in the market, and this cloud-based solution can scale from one user to thousands of users. 

It also covers all aspects of customer interaction, from Marketing to Sales and Service. 

 

Sales Cloud is the most widely used of Sales Tools and Sales Automation software, speeding up and streamlining all phases of sales from 

Lead Management to Analytics and Forecasting. Thanks to Sales Force Automation (SFA) from Salesforce, more than 100,000 clients and 

two million subscribers worldwide can manage people and processes more effectively. It also allows clients to pursue more business in less 

time and close more deals. 

 

Salesforce aims to transform your customers' experience using intelligent service conversations. From the Contact Centre to Self-Service 

Communities, as well as social media and beyond, Salesforce strives to make your agents smarter and your customers happier by 

connecting them on one service platform.  

 

The CRM platform works with companies across every industry and company size. As a result, customers are redefining success reporting, 

and, on average, there is a 35% increase in customer satisfaction. Ultimately, Salesforce has proven to be an immensely valuable asset to 

NES and our valued customers. 

 

 


